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Successful implementation of tutorials includes establishing norms for learning in the tutorial classroom. The teaching assistants (TAs) who lead each tutorial section are important arbiters of these norms. TAs who value (buy into) tutorials are more likely to convey their respect for the material and the tutorial process to the students, as well as learning more themselves. We present a case study of a TA who does not buy into certain aspects of the tutorials he teaches and demonstrate how his lack of buy-in affects specific classroom interactions. We would hope to design professional development programs to help TAs appreciate the power of tutorial instruction. However, our research suggests that the typical professional development activities offered to tutorial TAs are not likely to be effective. Instead, it appears that what we call the “social and environmental context” of the tutorials—including classroom, departmental, and institutional levels of implementation—has the potential to strongly affect TA buy-in to tutorials and probably outweighs the influence of any particular activity that we might prepare for them.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experienced tutorial instructors and developers are well aware that successful implementation of tutorials includes establishing norms for learning in the tutorial classroom. These norms include an emphasis on conceptual understanding (and a concurrent de-emphasis of algorithmic application of formulas); an expectation that this understanding is best achieved through explaining one’s own thinking, listening, and responding to others’ ideas and constructing arguments; and an acceptance of instructors as facilitators of this process rather than sources of correct answers. The establishment of these norms is “among the most critical and subtle features of implementing these reforms.”1 From the students’ point of view, the teaching assistants (TAs) who lead each tutorial section are important arbiters of these norms and expectations. The development of these norms by the TAs is thus a critical task of tutorial implementation. TAs who “buy into” tutorials are more likely to convey their respect for the material and the tutorial process to the students, as well as learning more themselves. This development is nontrivial: although TAs may be presumed to be more sophisticated learners than their students, they are in some cases more thoroughly embedded in traditional teaching practices.

We are conducting a project whose long-term goal is to design an effective professional development program for physics graduate students who are teaching tutorials. As we initially imagined it, such a professional development program would include activities and experiences to help the participants appreciate the power of tutorial instruction. We now suspect that typical professional development activities provided to TAs, such as completing the tutorial as if they were students and viewing pretest or posttest and Force Concept Inventory results, are not likely to accomplish this goal on their own. Our observations suggest that the social and environmental context of the tutorials—including classroom, departmental, and institutional levels of implementation and support—strongly affects whether TAs buy into tutorials and probably outweighs the influence of any particular activity or experience that we might prepare for them. We have chosen the term “social and environmental context” to emphasize two characteristics of the context: (i) the attributes affecting the particular situation come from both people and the environment and (ii) these characteristics are structural and have some permanence. We use the term “buy-in” to refer to the alignment of the TA’s stated set of beliefs about how physics should be taught compared to the beliefs of the curriculum developers. Based on observations of tutorial implementations at the University of Maryland (UM) and University of Colorado–Boulder (CU), we argue that the social and environmental context at CU is more supportive of tutorials and tutorial instructors than the UM context. As a result, the TAs at CU buy in to tutorials more than the TAs at UM, which leads to specific identifiable consequences in the classroom.

In what follows, we first provide a detailed example of one way the lack of buy-in from a TA named Oscar undermines the effectiveness of tutorials. Next, we use the framework laid out by researchers at CU12 to consider how different levels of social and environmental context may affect the worth that TAs place on tutorials. Our observations highlight the need for further research on how professional development activities can support tutorial TAs in valuing reform instruction.

II. RESEARCH ON TA INSTRUCTION AND TEACHER BELIEFS

A. Research on science TAs is limited and characterizes TAs’ beliefs and teaching styles in general terms

The physics education community has now produced many research-based undergraduate curricula that help students construct their own physics knowledge.3-6 The developers of these curricula have carefully studied how material should be presented and how students should best interact with it. Much less published research, by contrast, has focused on the TAs who, at many institutions, lead the discussion or recitation sections in which research-based curricula...
are implemented. For example, a classic pair of articles describing the development of two particularly well-studied tutorials7,8 describes the instructional environment in two paragraphs. The role of the instructors (who typically include TAs) is addressed as follows: “the instructors do not lecture but circulate throughout the room while the students work through experiments and exercises. A high instructor-to-student ratio allows the staff to engage students in dialogues that permit in-depth questioning.”8

Much of the limited literature on science TAs has characterized TAs with only the broadest of descriptions. Research that presents detailed descriptions of the development and implementation of professional development programs9–13 has often assessed the effect of TA participation in such programs by surveys or written assessments12,13 or with limited observations and/or interviews.9,11 Case studies afford more nuanced descriptions of individual TAs, but the cases rarely include detailed descriptions of classroom interactions to allow a fine-grained analysis of individual actions.14,15

B. Research on teachers’ beliefs has demonstrated their effect on implementation of reform curriculum

While the literature on science TAs is very limited, the large body of research on teachers and their beliefs is a useful place to begin identifying influences on teachers’ practice in the classroom. Numerous studies have shown that instructors’ beliefs about their abilities as teachers, about how their students learn, and about whether they are in a supportive environment affect how reform curricula and methods are used. Case studies of math and science teachers provide examples of teachers who modified provided reform curricula to better fit their beliefs about how their students best learn.16–19 Similar modifications were made by teachers on the basis of their beliefs about their own abilities and the support (or lack thereof) from their school environment.20 Likewise, instructors’ beliefs about the nature and purpose of formative assessment were seen to influence how it was used in the classroom.21 (For a fuller description of teacher beliefs and their influence on teaching, see Refs. 22,23.)

C. Research has shown that reformed teaching correlates with student learning

The ultimate goal of TA professional development is increased student learning. Research has demonstrated that reformed teaching, as measured by the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol, correlates significantly with improved performance on the Lawson Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning.24,25 Other studies have found that student gains are positively correlated with instructor participation in professional development designed to encourage a particular kind of “constructivist” teaching26,27 and with instructor use of constructivist teaching.28 An extensive literature review by Close29 found that reformed teaching is the only teacher characteristic that is reliably correlated with student learning; studies of other positive teacher characteristics, such as more sophisticated nature of science beliefs or more years of schooling, have had mixed or inconclusive results.

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Epistemological framing

Framing is a construct developed in anthropology and linguistics30 to describe how an individual or group forms a sense of “what is it that’s going on here?”31–34 To frame an event, utterance, or situation in a particular way is to interpret it based on previous experience: to bring to bear a structure of expectations about a situation regarding what could happen, what portions of the information available to the senses require attention, and what might be appropriate action. For example, monkeys engaged in biting each other are skilled at quickly and tacitly “deciding” whether the biting is aggression or play. An employee may frame a gift from her supervisor as kind attention or as unwelcome charity. A teacher may frame a physics problem as an opportunity for sense making or as an occasion for rote use of formulas. In school settings, epistemological framing is of particular importance: students and teachers form a sense of what is taking place with respect to knowledge, including, for example, what portions of information and experience are relevant for completing assignments. Other aspects of framing are important as well, including social framing, in which teachers and students form a sense of what to expect of each other and of themselves during interactions. For individuals working together collaboratively, the social and epistemological aspects of framing interact.

A frame becomes stable when the activated network of cognitive resources (elements of thought) are reinforced by each other and/or by social and material cues. We argue at the end of Sec. VI that some of Oscar’s behaviors as a tutorial TA reflect an epistemological frame whose stability arises from feedback loops among the underlying “beliefs,” attentional focus, and patterns of action. This explanation differs from an account wherein behavioral patterns result from the global robustness of the teacher’s epistemological (and other) beliefs.16,20,35 By our account, we also expect—and, in fact, observe—a fair degree of context dependence within a given TA’s cognition and classroom behaviors at various grain sizes. Some aspects of Oscar’s teaching, not discussed in the paper, suggest this kind of variability. More importantly for us, in Sec. VIII, we argue that specific social and material cues—specific components of the social and environmental context—affect how TAs frame their tutorial teaching.

In this way, framing is a useful construct for bringing both local action and more indirect contextual influences into explanations of TAs’ behaviors. To the extent that framing is an interpretation based on previous experience, it is informed by an individual’s broad history and experience with related events and systems. In the moment, though, participants mutually construct their sense of shared activity by means of verbal and nonverbal interactions, including linguistic signals, prosodic features, and body language.31 Participants’ understanding of the nature of the activity in which they are engaged—i.e., their framing of the activity—guides their selective attention, provides cognitive structure for interpreting events, and manifests itself in their observable behavior.36
B. Explanatory trade-offs between direct local and indirect contextual factors

Our use of framing is informed by Erickson,37 who emphasizes a trade-off between scope and specificity in explanation of behavior. Empirical study of specific interaction has crucial advantages: rich data, depth of analysis, and the hope of accounting for moment-to-moment actions, as we attempt in Sec. VI. This depth and explanatory power, however, comes at the expense of scope. In order to study how TA behavior unfolds in real classroom situations, we must choose a particular TA in a particular classroom at a particular time, interacting with a particular set of students. Studying specific episodes does not allow us to predict how other TAs would behave in similar situations or even how our focal TA would behave in different situations.

By contrast, in our Sec. VIII analysis of social and environmental influences on TAs’ behavior, we emphasize scope while sacrificing specificity. We can argue that social forces affect TAs in particular ways, but heeding Erickson, we do not try to show how that large-scale effect plays out in local situations. For example, the “upstream” influences that shaped a TA’s behavior—what may have taken place in his history to cause him to behave as he does in the present—are not visible on videotape of his classroom behavior. Neither are the pressures he may be feeling from entities outside the classroom.

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXTS

A. University of Maryland

1. Course description

The TAs described in this study taught tutorials which took place as part of a two-semester algebra-based introductory physics course at the University of Maryland, with approximately 160 students in each lecture section, most of whom are junior and senior health and life science majors. The students, over half of whom are female, reflected the wide ethnic diversity of the University of Maryland. Lectures are held two or three times a week in a large lecture hall and approximately 100–200 students comprise a lecture section.

The course was reformed as part of a project titled Learning How to Learn Science: Physics for Bioscience Majors, carried out at the University of Maryland from 2000 to 2005. The project adopted reforms that were well documented to produce conceptual gains and adapted them to try to create a coherent package that also produced epistemological and metacognitive gains.38 However, most of the lecture sections (four out of the six) were not taught by physics education research (PER)-affiliated professors and thus the lecture instruction was largely traditional in those sections.

As part of the course reform, the traditional teaching-assistant-led recitation was replaced with worksheet-based group-learning activities (“tutorials”) based on the model developed at the University of Washington.5,39 In the tutorial sessions, students worked in small groups on worksheets that led them to make predictions and compare various lines of reasoning in order to build an understanding of basic concepts. TAs served as facilitators rather than as lecturers. Each class section consisted of six groups of four students each, supervised by two TAs. The tutorials were constructed to emphasize the reconciliation of everyday intuitive thinking and experience with formal scientific thinking, as well as to encourage explicit epistemological discussions about the learning process.40,41

2. Teaching assistants

The majority of the UM tutorial TAs who participated in this study are first or second year graduate students assigned to work as teaching assistants to support themselves before joining a research group. Most are chosen as a matter of convenience, not because they or the lecturer requested the assignment. A few are upper level graduate students who had unfunded research positions. Most are in their early twenties. During the two semesters of this study, the only women assigned to teach tutorials were physics education graduate students, who were excluded from the study. Thus, all the TAs in the study are male. They live in a suburban metropolitan area and attend a competitive research university with a large undergraduate and graduate physics program. Although almost half of the TAs who participated in the study are not native speakers of English, all but one communicate easily in English. Most of the TAs had entered graduate school immediately after their undergraduate studies, and only one (who had taught high school) had experience teaching beyond tutoring or leading discussion sections.

3. Tutorial preparation sessions

The UM tutorial preparation sessions are weekly one hour meetings in which TAs prepare to teach the next week’s tutorial. The TAs sit in groups of two to four at tables in the tutorial room. The session usually begins with a discussion of content problems the students had during the previous week or with a conversation about classroom management issues, which lasts from ten to thirty minutes. The TAs spend the remaining time working on the upcoming tutorial. The tutorial supervisor circulates, modeling appropriate instruction techniques and highlighting anticipated student difficulties.

B. University of Colorado

1. Course description

The teaching assistants who participated in this study taught tutorials associated with a two-semester calculus-based introductory course at the University of Colorado, Boulder. The students in these courses are mainly engineers and natural science majors. More than half of the students are freshman, and 75% are male. Lectures are held three times a week in a large lecture hall and approximately 200–300 students comprise a lecture section. This course was reformed during a large-scale project from 2003 to 2007. These reforms included increased use of research-based methods such as concept tests in lecture and small-group activities. They also focused on sustaining these reforms across multiple lecture instructors, including those not asso-
associated with the physics education research group. The result has been increased conceptual gains.\textsuperscript{1,2}

A significant part of this reform was the implementation of tutorials, the worksheet-based group activities developed by the University of Washington\textsuperscript{5,39} which replaced traditional discussion sections. Students work in small groups to complete ungraded worksheets that lead them to build their own understanding of basic physics concepts using discussion and prediction. The students complete a pretest to elicit preconceptions before their tutorial section and are assigned tutorial homework after the section. At CU, each tutorial section is taught by one TA, a graduate physics student, and one learning assistant (LA), an undergraduate student who attends a semester-long course on theories of learning and teaching methods. Each tutorial section has six or seven groups of four students each.

2. Teaching assistants

The CU TAs who participated in this study were all first-year graduate students who had taught tutorials in the fall (either in mechanics or electromagnetism) and were assigned to teach the tutorials for the introductory mechanics course during their second semester. Some had previously tutored, but none had taught in a classroom before the current year. The TAs who participated were all male and in their early twenties. One was a non-native speaker of English but communicated easily in English. The TAs live in a suburban area and attend a competitive research university with large graduate and undergraduate physics programs.

3. Tutorial preparation sessions

The CU tutorial preparation session takes place two days before the tutorial is taught and is attended by both TAs and LAs. The TAs are expected to arrive fifteen minutes earlier than the LAs, so that they can discuss the grading of the upcoming tutorial homework with the tutorial supervisor. After that, the TAs and LAs review a tutorial pretest that the students have completed. The remaining time, between thirty and forty minutes, is spent working through the upcoming tutorial. The tutorial supervisor circulates, sometimes discussing administrative issues and sometimes discussing the content of the tutorial. Unlike the situation at UM, the lecturer associated with the course often attends portions of the preparation sessions, modeling instruction techniques and answering questions.

V. DATA COLLECTION AND SELECTION OF EPISODES

A. Data collection at the University of Maryland

1. Classroom video

At the University of Maryland, tutorials are held in a single room with six tables at which students work collaboratively in groups of four. Students typically do not move their seats during the class session or even from week to week. We try to keep the recording of the tutorial activities subordinate to normal classroom practices, so two small Hi-8 or mini-DV video cameras on tripods are positioned on the periphery of the room, each focused on a single table. The cameras do not move. Microphones are embedded in cages on the tables that are being recorded. A researcher turns on the cameras at the start of the tutorial session, but the cameras are otherwise unattended. Our intention is to make the video recording as unobtrusive as possible, even at the expense of visual or sound quality.

2. Interviews

At the beginning and end of the first semester, TAs were interviewed by a PER researcher who was not associated with the TA training at UM. The interviews were either audiotaped or videotaped and lasted approximately one hour. A list of approximately ten open-ended questions was used as the starting point for the interview, which included questions about the TAs’ past teaching experience, advantages and disadvantages of tutorials compared to traditional discussion sections, and suggestions about how to make tutorials better. (Appendix B lists all the questions.) If TAs wished to discuss other topics relating to tutorials or the course we pursued those conversations first. In general, all the topics in the protocol were covered during the interview, either in response to the interviewer’s questions or during discussions of issues raised by the TA. In our coding of TA buy-in, we used all portions of the interviews in which TAs discussed their opinions of tutorials; discussions of the TAs’ teaching histories, their comments about the lecture or laboratories, or their evaluations of how the students viewed tutorials were not included. However, these comments were included in our case study of Oscar.

The purpose of interviewing TAs at the beginning and end of the first semester was to have the opportunity to observe changes in their values. We observed, however, that some TAs’ values changed a little and some showed no change (as detailed in Appendix A). For this reason, we combined the data from the initial and final interviews. The observation that UM TAs’ values did not change during their first semester of teaching challenges the model implicit in UM’s TA preparation program because we expected that the TAs’ classroom experiences would be a primary influence on their beliefs. That is, it was hoped that as TAs participate in reform instruction, they would begin to value it.\textsuperscript{42} Our data, in contrast, are more consistent with an account in which a given context (such as a tutorial classroom) evokes beliefs and actions that are stable and not easily modified.

B. Data collection at the University of Colorado

1. Classroom video

The CU tutorials are conducted in an enormous room that contains areas for laboratories, homework assistance, discussion sections, and three subdivided bays for the tutorials. The tutorials for each course are all held on the same day of the week, so generally there are two or three occurring simultaneously. Each bay has seven or eight tables at which groups of four students work collaboratively. Like the taping at UM, the CU taping was arranged to minimize disruption to the students. Two tables were taped in each participating section by a mini-DV camera that was placed at least twelve feet
away. There were small microphones taped to the middle of the table. Because tutorials occurred in different rooms, the microphones had to be taped down and cameras turned on in the few minutes before each class. The researcher made an effort to do this when only a few students were in the classroom to avoid disturbing students and to make the recording as unobtrusive as possible. In most cases, the same tables were taped each week, but occasionally a different table was taped because it was more convenient.

2. Interviews

Because data collection at CU took place for only one month toward the end of the semester-long course, the TAs participated in one interview (in contrast to two interviews for UM TAs). The interviews were videotaped and took about one hour. The protocol for the CU TAs was the same as that used for the UM TAs.

C. Selection of TAs

At UM, 17 graduate students over two semesters agreed to be taped during their tutorial teaching. At CU, four graduate students and two undergraduate student TAs (who were participants in CU’s learning assistant program) agreed to be taped while teaching. A total of 15 UM TAs, 4 CU TAs, and 2 CU LAs agreed to additional participation in the project, which included the completion of two interviews and one survey. They received a small stipend for this additional participation. We did not study TAs who were affiliated with either PER group, although some TAs chose to work with the PER group as research assistants after their participation in this project was completed.

As part of our larger project we chose a smaller subset of TAs to study in more detail. These TAs were purposefully chosen because they seemed articulate about their teaching or their students in preparation meetings or in their interviews. We excluded LAs at CU because we viewed their experience as undergraduates with additional training as sufficiently different than the graduate TA population that was the focus of this study. We watched multiple clips of each TA interacting with students on video, seeking to describe and generate plausible explanations for the TA’s action.

D. Selection of video episodes

During the two years we collected data, we videotaped 19 sections of introductory courses at UM, covering the entire semester of the introductory course. This resulted in approximately 340 hours of video. At CU, 18 sections were taped during one month of observations, which produced approximately 70 hours of video. The two episodes that are described in detail in this paper were chosen while we were viewing numerous clips from a single TA, a process that we have repeatedly used to more deeply understand the classroom practice of individual TAs. These clips were chosen because they clearly illustrated the ways in which a TA’s beliefs about tutorials influenced his use of them.

VI. EXAMPLE OF TA BUY-IN AND ITS EFFECT ON CLASSROOM INTERACTIONS

Effective tutorial teaching requires TAs to support a variety of pedagogical ideas. For example, instructors need to maintain an environment in which students work in groups and TAs do not give students solutions. TAs must also value conceptual understanding and should encourage students to construct their own knowledge. In practice, we would expect that different TAs would buy into these different components of tutorial instruction to varying degrees. Thus their valuation of tutorials would not be along a simple continuum but would require a more complex characterization.

In this section, we present a case study of a TA who buys into some but not all of the components of the tutorials. Our analysis aims to establish two points:

(i) A TA’s lack of buy-in directly affects his instruction, including his in-the-moment interactions with students.

(ii) This instructional effect can stem from comparatively subtle fine-grained lack of alignment with the developers’ intentions. The lack of buy-in need not be a blanket rejection of the entire tutorial approach to instruction.

Oscar is a UM physics graduate student who taught the introductory physics course for three semesters during his first two years of graduate school. He feels a sense of responsibility toward his job and wants his students to succeed. He was initially assigned to the introductory course, but he chose to teach tutorial-based courses two more times. In his interview, he explains that his initial experience teaching tutorials better prepared him to ask students questions that could help them and that he considers the class more fun than doing problems at the board, as he would have done in a typical recitation section. In addition, he expresses concern that students did not learn as much as they could from the class because they did not pick up their graded homework from him. So, although Oscar does not buy into many components of the tutorials, this is not due to a dislike of his job or a lack of concern about his students and their learning.

A. Oscar’s expression of his tutorial values in interviews

Oscar values some parts of tutorials: he considers group work, conceptual understanding, and the role of the TA as a questioner to be important aids to student learning. However, he does not buy into some aspects of the tutorials that the developers consider essential, including the value of starting with and refining everyday thinking when learning formal physics concepts and of TAs continuing to learn both physics and instructional methods. (An indication of the amount of Oscar’s buy-in is found in Appendix A in the column labeled “O.”) Oscar’s lack of buy-in is in some ways subtle: a cursory inspection of his teaching practice would show a TA who sometimes questions his students as they work in small groups and who at other times patiently waits at a side table while students work through the tutorials on their own. But, as we will demonstrate in Sec. VI B, the tone he establishes and the message he sends to his students with respect to the tutorials are profoundly different than what the developers intend.
1. Value some basic premises of tutorial learning
   a. Group work. In his interview, Oscar says, “Group work, I think, is very beneficial in that people are actively thinking about it. If they’re working on a homework problem together, they can, you know, they can curb each other’s stumbling blocks and explain it to each other. And, you know, once you’ve explained something to somebody, it’s a lot easier to understand it yourself.” Oscar believes that group work helps students with difficulties because their classmates can assist them and because articulating ideas can help you learn them.

   For Oscar, having a TA available is an important part of the group work. He says that the tutorial setup lets “…them work together, there, with a TA present, so that if they do as a group have a stumbling block, there’s someone who can, who can get them all through it together. And then, probably just for enough so they can keep working on it on their own.” Thus, Oscar expects that students will encounter problems that can only be solved with the TA’s assistance; but the assistance should be minimal, “just enough” to get students unstuck. He also notes that he values group work in his own studies. He explains, “We’re always working together on the homework…. And it works, it works wonderfully.” The various reasons Oscar provides show that his level of buy-in to group work is quite deep: he perceives its value for students of any skill level, and he has experienced the benefits himself.

   b. Comparison to traditional discussion sections. Oscar sees the tutorials as more beneficial to students than traditional problem-solving discussion sections. He said that such a discussion section would be a “boring problem for me, and they probably still don’t get it.” He saw tutorials as a way to elicit specific problems his students were having. He summarized his feelings by saying, “So overall, I think it’s a good approach, it’s a good method, and I bet it’s effective.”

2. Is ambivalent about some features of tutorial learning
   a. Conceptual along with quantitative. Oscar values both conceptual and quantitative understandings of physics, but he thinks that because tutorials focus on conceptual learning, the students do not get practice integrating the two types of knowledge. He says, “I mean, every physics intuition I have, I’m almost certain I’ve gained by having a very vague idea at first, doing some problems, and then seeing how it relates. Going back to the idea, thinking about it a little more, in light of the results of these problems…. ” This quote also expresses Oscar’s idea that solving quantitative problems is a way to create qualitative understanding. As he says, “I think if they just had the formula given to them… even if they don’t understand it. Give them the formula. Give them some numbers to plug in. And they might see, oh, it doesn’t really matter if there’s this thing above it or not. And, I think if they got that kernel of wisdom, then they might start to think, oh, why is that?” Many physicists build up their qualitative understanding of the subject with minimal scaffolding while doing problem sets, so it may be that Oscar thinks that the best way for students to develop their conceptual understanding is by first working out quantitative problems and then reflecting on the results, as physicists do. Thus, Oscar agrees that students need to develop a conceptual understanding of physics, and he sees it as a job they need to do themselves. Where he disagrees with the tutorials is the method by which students can best do this; Sec. VI A 3 a will more fully discuss this.

   b. TA as questioner and coach. Oscar also expresses mixed feelings about the value of TA questions in student learning. In his interview, he said that it was important for students to work through problems themselves rather than have the answer given to them. He felt that his questions could help the students if they provided a broader context for the problem the students were working on. However, he conveyed frustration with the use of questions in some instances. For example, in the TA training the TAs were told to paraphrase questions back to students. The purpose of this instruction was to provide TAs with a way of checking their understanding of the student’s question, but Oscar said that graduate students were sufficiently prepared to comprehend students’ questions and that this would only assist a student who “is so lazy that they really need to hear their own question repeated back to them to get them to think about it.” At another point, Oscar also communicates disappointment that he is prevented from giving students answers directly when he says, “Sometimes… they really just need to be given the answer. If they’re just given the answer, you know, they know what to work towards, and maybe that’s the bigger picture they need.” Oscar’s view here is nuanced: he does not think that giving students the answer will make everything clear. Instead, he wants to give students answers because he thinks that they can be a foundation upon which students can build their own understanding. By contrast, the curriculum developers, who included Scherr and Elby, were afraid that many students would simply accept the provided answer and move on rather than building from it as Oscar intends. Although observations of Oscar’s teaching show that he often questioned students, the interview suggests that he felt constrained by this method.

3. Does not value certain aspects of tutorial learning
   As the past sections demonstrated, Oscar buys into tutorials at the coarse-grained level typically emphasized in professional development training offered to TAs. He agrees that small-group interactions, assisted by TAs, are an effective method for teaching, and he believes that TA questioning is sometimes a useful tool for helping students. However, there are aspects of the tutorials that Oscar does not value as much: the strategy of building from common-sense ideas toward formal physics understanding, the need for TAs to continually learn more about the physics they teach, and the level of challenge appropriate for introductory students.

   a. “Fake” concepts. As detailed in other publications, UM tutorials emphasize students’ epistemological development by focusing on how their knowledge from everyday life and other subjects can connect to what they are learning in their physics course. In particular, tutorials en...
courage students to start with their everyday thinking and then refine that thinking toward a correct understanding of the targeted physics concept. Consequently, some tutorials may introduce concepts using noncanonical terms or encourage students to discuss whether they expect physics to make sense all the time or if equations should match their common sense. This aspect of UM tutorials is particularly jarring for many TAs, including Oscar.

Oscar expresses concern that asking students to use everyday experiences as a basis for building physics knowledge is not productive. Instead, he thinks that students more effectively learn when they are exposed to the scientifically accepted knowledge, which they must then make sense of and check against their everyday ideas. He cites a particular example in the sixth tutorial of the semester, which introduces the intuitive idea of “oomph.” The students are told, “The more oomph something has, the harder it is to stop, and the more ability it has to knock things over.” They are led through a series of questions that help them construct a formula for oomph and are then told that oomph corresponds to momentum. Oscar proposes a different approach: “If they can all at least agree that oomph is something that’s going to be called momentum, that’s going to be something \( m v^2 \), I think that would kind of cement their thinking together.” He adds, “But something like oomph, which is, ah, it’s fake, it’s nothing real. It’s not even something people have a real concept of. And most of them have studied physics already.” In this case, Oscar does not think that students’ experiences from everyday life will help them understand the idea of momentum as it is used in the course. His comment suggests that he does not see value in using a noncanonical term and that he assumes students can find more meaning when given an equation as compared to when they generate the equation themselves, at least in this case.

b. TA as learner of physics. A TA could view the weekly tutorial preparation meetings as providing an opportunity to learn physics in a deeper way, as one CU TA mentioned he does. TAs who feel that doing tutorials helps them learn physics in addition to learning instructional techniques are in a better position to appreciate tutorials as they appear to the students. While Oscar does not discuss the preparation meetings during his interviews, his participation in these meetings indicates that he does not view them as a productive activity. In general, Oscar participates in the discussions about students, demonstrating that he seems to consider it appropriate to discuss difficulties regarding classroom management or particular content problems students have.

However, during the portion of the meeting where TAs complete the tutorial itself, Oscar does not regularly participate in the discussion about the correct answers to the questions or in discussions when TAs anticipate student answers, although he sometimes makes humorous off-the-cuff remarks. In one preparation meeting, for example, Oscar is working with two other TAs on a tutorial about torque. Oscar participates minimally in the discussion: he answers the questions on the worksheet in a monotone and sits slouched at the table with a neutral expression. His most animated contributions are jokes and critiques of how the questions are worded. At one point, Oscar takes the paper clips that the tutorial intends to be hung on a balance and forms them into a chain; he attaches a washer to the end of the chain and swings the assembly rhythmically back and forth. His activity makes the paper clips unavailable for their intended purpose, as another TA complains, “We need more paperclips. Stop being such a paperclip hog.” Overall, Oscar’s posture, tone, and activities communicate his feeling that the TA meeting will not be a useful experience for him.

c. Correct level of challenge for introductory students. Oscar is concerned that what the tutorials ask students to do is too difficult for them. He says, “So I think doing that continuously, you know, making the students expect to have to just trudge through all this stuff, that they, you know, that they don’t really understand and not really sure where they’re going, week after week is, is overtaxing on them.” Later, he contrasts the tutorials to repeated quantitative problem solving: “It’s a mistake to try and force them into this new way of doing physics right away... They need to be eased in. You know, give them, give them ten plug and chug problems first. Just so they can get used to doing some of the math and some of the concepts.” Oscar is not buying into the tutorials’ assumption that introductory students, some of whom are accustomed to problem solving by rote, can adapt to a style of learning which requires them to be active participants.

As shown in the earlier section on group work, Oscar buys into the idea that students need to construct their own physics knowledge. He thinks that students teaching themselves is “really the only way to really learn something.” However, he believes that students need different amounts of assistance from a TA in order to build that understanding. He explains, “For particularly good students, I think that they have the potential from the beginning to just think through things, and giving them the answer might satisfy them temporarily, but not really get them thinking... But I think for students maybe in the middle, sometimes just being able to tell them, ‘Listen, this is how it works...’ I think in some cases that would help.” While Oscar believes that successful learning only takes place when students do the work themselves, he does not think that the average student can do that work without help from the TA. He believes that “help” can include providing the answer and that “thinking through things” can include making sense of that answer.

These examples demonstrate that Oscar cannot be simply classified as buying in or not buying in to tutorials because his support for the tutorials depends on the particular attribute being considered. In particular, he views the tutorials’ focus on conceptual understanding as important and he values group work in part because it fits with his epistemological ideas that students must construct their own knowledge. However, he disagrees with the particular epistemology enacted by the UM tutorials: that learning physics is the refinement of everyday ideas and should therefore start with everyday ideas. It is likely that tutorials based on more formal concepts would get more buy-in from Oscar.
Before accepting that there’s an irreconcilable contradiction between Newton’s third law and the intuition that the car reacts more during the collision, let’s try a reconciliation strategy called refining your intuitions.

We’ll start with a new question. Suppose the truck’s mass is 2000 kg while the car’s mass is 1000 kg, and suppose the truck slows down by 5 m/s during the collision. Intuitively, how much speed does the car gain during the collision? (Apply the intuition that the car reacts more during the collision, keeping in mind that the truck is twice as heavy.) Explain your intuitive reasoning.

FIG. 1. Excerpt of the UM tutorial on Newton’s third law.

B. Oscar’s expression of his tutorial values in the classroom

Sections VI B 1 and VI B 2 will examine samples of Oscar’s classroom interactions and how his buy-in (or lack of buy-in) of specific tutorial attributes influences his instructional behavior. The observed interactions occurred in the tutorial classroom during the semester Oscar was teaching tutorials for the third time.

1. Newton’s third law tutorial

In this episode, Oscar’s class was working through a tutorial that helps students reconcile the idea that two colliding objects each feel the same force (Newton’s third law) with the “common-sense” idea that a larger truck causes more damage to a smaller car when they collide than vice versa. The tutorial begins by considering the collision of a truck and a stationary car. The students were asked to use their common sense to generate a guess about which vehicle experiences a greater force. After the students read an explanation of Newton’s third law, they applied the law to the situation and then observed two carts colliding, with force probes attached, as a demonstration of Newton’s third law. The tutorial then poses the question excerpted in Fig. 1. A correct answer would be that the car gains 10 m/s because it weighs half as much as the truck and so it will react twice as much.

a. Instructs all students to disregard the term common sense. Oscar communicates his lack of buy-in to the tutorials with instructions he gives to his class. At the start of this tutorial hour, Oscar instructs the whole class: “In part one, it says ‘common sense,’ feel free to replace that with ‘a guess.’ Um, when I, when I went through this I thought this isn’t common sense at all.” This instruction conflicts with the instruction that the smaller car will be more damaged as a reasonable idea that students will likely hold and requires that this idea not be discarded but rather reconciled with Newton’s third law.

Oscar’s exhortation here aligns with his beliefs regarding the usefulness of intuition when learning physics. His correction is aimed at the tutorial’s intention to encourage students to refine and build on their common-sense ideas. In his interview, Oscar expresses his belief that everyday ideas are simply different than physics ideas and that the time to reconcile (to the extent possible) is after the student has learned and practiced using the formal concepts. When he tells his class to “guess,” he may be suggesting to them that their task is to fill in a space on a worksheet, not generate an idea on which they can productively build.

b. Declines the opportunity to support particular students’ common-sense reasoning. In another episode, a group of four students has called Oscar over and told him that they think the answer to the exercise above is 10 m/s. Oscar affirms this and then asks them “Why?” which leads to the following conversation. The students offer their reason that “the car is half,” which Oscar interprets as saying the car has half the mass of the truck. He prompts them to think about quantities that are the same and different before and after the collision. The students then answer that the force is the same and the things that differ are velocity and acceleration, which Oscar then connects to the equation $F=ma$. 

1 S4: The mass, the mass that describes it...
2 Oscar: They’re—
3 S4: One is, the car is half. Yeah.
4 S2: One is twice as much.
5 Oscar: Right. Okay, so they’re different masses.
6 S1: Right.
8 Oscar: Meaning…
9 S2: They’re going to have different… um…
10 Oscar: I mean, you’re on the right track.
11 S2: Do you want us to talk about inertia?
12 Or…
13 Oscar: Uh, inertia is a little, just a little bit beyond this. I mean, if you can think of it in terms of inertia, that’s fine. But that kind of, uh, makes answering these questions harder. The basic problem in pretty much every last physics question you’ll ever answer is to figure out what’s the same and what’s different. Either before or after. So in this situation, what’s the same?
22 S2: The force.
23 Oscar: Okay, and what’s different?
24 S2: The mass.
25 Oscar: Is that it?
26 S4: The velocity.
27 Oscar: And the—is that it?
28 S1: Yes.
29 S2: I don’t know.
30 S1: No.
31 Oscar: No. You’re on the right track. You’re close.
33 S2: I feel like this question is designed to make us feel stupid.
34 Oscar: Ah, yeah. They are, they are. That’s why I told you guys, don’t worry about calling it common sense. It’s a guess.
35 S1: Right.
36 Oscar: Right?
37 S2: Um…
38 S4: Friction?
39 Oscar: Say what?
40 S4: Friction?
41 Oscar: The what?
42 S4: Friction.
43 Oscar: Oh, no, no, don’t worry about friction here.
44 S2: The acceleration, maybe?
45 Oscar: Yeah. Right. So what is, do you guys have a formula for the force?
46 S3: Ah, mass times acceleration.
47 Oscar: Yeah.

Oscar guides the students to the reasoning that he considers appropriate rather than the reasoning that the tutorial is trying to elicit. After the interaction discussed here, he eventually prompts the students to say that because the forces are the same and because force is equal to mass times acceleration, the fact that the mass of one of the objects is greater means that its acceleration must be less. Here Oscar is using the idea that the forces are equal and the relation that force is equal to the product of mass and acceleration to show that in a collision, one object could have a greater acceleration than the other if its mass is smaller.

The instructional moves Oscar makes in this episode align with his epistemological belief that everyday ideas are not a useful foundation for building physics knowledge. The students’ answer of 10 m/s, supported by their common-sense idea that the car will speed up twice as much as the truck slows down, a connection that Oscar does not value.

Oscar’s intervention here also aligns with his beliefs that physics knowledge needs to be constructed by making sense of equations. Our observations of his teaching in other tutorials show that he does not often alter tutorials in a broad way, as he does by announcing this change to the entire class. It seems unlikely that he has made this change simply because he enjoys modifying tutorials or because he is responding to a specific student’s need. Instead, the change that he has made aligns with his beliefs about how physics should be taught.

c. Positions himself away from the tutorial developers. In the encounter described above Oscar positions himself as separate from the tutorial developers, who designed the questions that make the students “feel stupid.” By agreeing with Student 2’s assessment, Oscar indicates that he does not think that what the students are being asked to do will help them. He is not introducing this attitude to the group; before Oscar approached the group, Student 2 had remarked, “They’re assuming that we’re a lot dumber than we really are,” and other students made comments that supported this sentiment. Even so, Oscar reinforces the students’ discomfort by implicitly telling them, through his questioning, that they are not approaching the problem the right way.

2. Oomph tutorial

We analyze another exchange that occurs when Oscar’s class is working through the sixth tutorial of the semester, which introduces the concept of momentum. As discussed in the section examining Oscar’s valuation of tutorials, this tutorial introduces the intuitive idea of oomph and then asks students to develop a formula to represent its dependence on mass and velocity. It then connects that concept and formula to the formal idea of momentum. Example collisions give students the opportunity to show that the equation matches their intuitive ideas.

In the episode below, the students have completed the first third of the tutorial and reached a point where they are supposed to consult with their TA. They wait about ten minutes, at which point Oscar notices that they are not working and approaches them. He asks what momentum is, and the students respond that it is \(mv\). He asks for more reasoning, and they explain why they would expect momentum to depend on mass and velocity. Oscar acknowledges this and discusses why it makes sense that the two quantities are multiplied (instead of divided, for example). He then draws their attention to the fact the momentum is a vector quantity. In the second half of the episode Oscar introduces examples to focus on why momentum depends linearly (as opposed to quadractically, etc.) on mass and velocity.

1 Oscar: How are you guys coming along?
2 Are you about at a checkpoint?
3 S1: I think so.
4 S?: Yeah. [2 s pause]
Oscar: All right, so what’s, uh, what’s momentum?

S1: \( p \).

Oscar: Okay, \( p \) equals…

S2: \( m v \).

Oscar: Okay. And why \( mv \)?

S1: \( mv \).

Oscar: Okay. And why \( m \) times \( v \)?

S1: Because it depends on the mass and velocity.

Oscar: Okay. That’s a good start. So some function of mass and velocity. Why is it \( m \) times \( v \)?

S4: Cause you’re measuring how, how the, how something is moving—

Oscar: Okay.

S4: —toward the same direction. So the components would be the mass of the thing that’s going and how it’s moving, which is the velocity. [3 s pause]

Oscar: Right, but why’re they in that, the question is why are they in that particular relationship. What happens if you, if you just change the mass, but leave velocity the same?

S2: The momentum will change?

Oscar: Right. Right, let’s say you double the mass, how’s the momentum change?

Students: Doubles.

Oscar: Right. You double the velocity, and…

S3: Double.

Oscar: Yeah. Doubles. As long as you keep the mass the same. Right. So, so, they’re somehow on equal footing, right?

S4: \( m v \)?

Oscar: Yeah, \( m v \), right? Okay, now you say think of it as \( m v \). Um, what kind of number is \( p \)?

S4: Um…

Oscar: Scalar, vector, tensor, bilinear?

S4: Vector.

Oscar: Vector. Why is it a vector?

S1: Cause it has direction.

S4: Direction.

Oscar: Well, a lot of things can have direction. And they don’t have to be vectors.

S1: Um, and a magnitude?

Oscar: Say what?

S1: And a magnitude?

Oscar: —in some direction, like an angle.

S4: Like an angle is pointed in some direction, but it’s not a vector, right. All right, so, um, the example I’ve been talking with everybody else about is, um, the bowling balls, if you have two identical bowling balls and you, and you push them off with the same velocity.

S1: Yeah, right.

Oscar: —in some direction, like an angle.

S4: Like an angle is pointed in some direction, but it’s not a vector, right. All right, so, um, the example I’ve been talking with everybody else about is, um, the bowling balls, if you have two identical bowling balls and you, and you push them off with the same velocity.

S1: How much is \( p \)?

Oscar: Yeah.

S1: It depends on their masses.

Oscar: Okay, let’s say it has mass \( m \) and velocity \( v \). How much is, uh, the momentum of one bowling ball?

S4: \( m v \)?

Oscar: Yeah, \( m v \), right? Okay, now you
have two of them, right? So what’s the momentum of each one of them? They’re identical bowling balls moving at the same velocity in the same direction.

S1: Two \(mv\)?

85 have two of them, right? So what’s the 86 momentum of each one of them? They’re identical bowling balls moving at the 87 same velocity in the same direction. 88

90 Oscar: Okay, so two, so is that, so is that for one of them now, or both of them together?

91 for one of them now, or both of them together?

92 S1: Both of them together.

94 Oscar: Together, right. Right, so I mean, if you have each one of them going, doing the exact same thing, same mass, and you step far away, back enough—

98 S1: Mm-hmm.

99 Oscar: You know, you look at it, you can’t tell them apart, right?

100 can’t tell them apart, right?

101 S1: Yeah.

102 Oscar: But you can say, well, you know, it’s just got a total mass of …[3 s pause] What’s the total mass?

105 S1: Of two \(m\).

106 Oscar: Two \(m\), right? But your velocity’s still the same?

107 still the same?

108 S1: Yeah.

109 Oscar: Or different? Yeah. So same, same velocity, twice the mass, so that’s the total momentum.

111 the total momentum.

112 S1: Got you.

113 Oscar: So the question is, then, so you can break it up that way for mass. How can you break it up for velocity?

115 can you break it up for velocity?

116 S1: I don’t know.

117 Oscar: Any ideas? [13 s pause] I can’t. I can’t think of any, well I can, but it’s a really weird thing. If I use, it’s, um, if you have, if you have advanced calculus, there’s a way to do it. But I mean it doesn’t really make much sense.

122 Right?

123 Right?

124 S1: Right.

125 Oscar: It’s like, you know, I mean mass you can imagine, okay, so I have one pen and two pens. Those are two different masses, right?

128 masses, right?

129 S1: Yeah.

130 Oscar: Right, I can put them together and they got a total mass, but you can’t really do that with velocity.

a. Links physics and everyday experiences in a different way than the tutorial developers. The length of this episode is necessary to understand what Oscar is doing because the purpose of his questioning is apparent only at the end of the episode. At the start of the interaction, Oscar is asking questions about the momentum equation. These questions elicit the students’ reasoning about what momentum depends on (mass and velocity) and why the students would expect those quantities to be multiplied rather than divided or subtracted (lines 1–45). This is aligned with the intentions of the tutorial, which aims to help students identify their intuitions about momentum and then relate them to physics. However, after this series of questions (and a short diversion into the definition of a vector), Oscar spends a significant portion of his time (a full half of the four minutes he is at the table) discussing an example that he introduces. By the end of the example, we can see that the purpose of it is to show the students why momentum should depend linearly on mass and velocity. This relationship is not emphasized in the tutorial and there is no indication that the students are particularly concerned about it, but the amount of time he devotes to discussing it shows its importance to Oscar.

Oscar’s focus on the linear relationship of mass and velocity in the momentum equation demonstrates the difference in how he and the tutorial developers view the role of common sense in physics. As discussed in the previous example, Oscar does not consider common-sense ideas to be a sufficient foundation for building physics knowledge. While this tutorial seeks to begin with common-sense ideas of momentum and then relate them to the equation, Oscar wants students to begin with making sense of the equations and then to check that they are consistent with everyday life. There are many ways Oscar indicates that common sense is not the correct starting point. He asks the students about “momentum” and does not use the word oomph (line 6). He prompts them for the equation rather than a conceptual explanation: when the students say that momentum is \(p\), Oscar asks what \(p\) equals and not what \(p\) is (line 8). He discusses examples but includes an example, dividing momentum into two separate velocities (lines 113–122), which is nonsensical. These actions allow Oscar to show the students that the equation can be connected to their everyday experiences but only after they have mathematically understood the formula for momentum.

b. Provides the assistance he thinks students need to construct their own knowledge. Because Oscar believes that tu-
In his interviews Oscar also discussed the role of the TA as providing necessary information for the students. He values group work because students can help answer each other’s questions, which helps both the questioner and answerer learn. But he also thinks that when the entire group encounters a question that they cannot answer it is the job of the TA to help them through it. His view that the TA’s role is to help solve problems too challenging for the group may explain why he asks questions with specific answers rather than asking open-ended questions.

c. Uses questions to guide students. We also see Oscar acting in accordance with the aspects of tutorials that he does value. In both of the episodes above, as in most of his interactions with his students that we have examined, Oscar questions his students rather than delivering “minilectures.” This is consistent with his idea that students need to build their own knowledge and that questions are one of the ways TAs can assist students. While the same information can be imparted to students through a minilecture or the style of leading questions that Oscar uses, Oscar’s choice of guided questions reflects his belief that if you tell students, they only receive the information once, but if they figure it out themselves, they can recreate that knowledge whenever they need it. Oscar is attempting to scaffold his students’ construction of physics knowledge, but because he has specific goals of what he wants them to learn, the conversations he leads are quite rigid.

The previous section’s examination of Oscar in the classroom shows the way his buy-in affects his classroom practice. His belief that students should construct their own knowledge leads to his frequent use of questions in student conversations. The fact that he expects particular answers to these questions can be connected to his idea that a TA needs to provide concrete help when a group is stuck and to his view that tutorials are too difficult for students. His focus on building physics meaning from equations rather than everyday experiences causes him to modify the focus of a tutorial. Oscar’s specific beliefs about reform instruction can be connected in a fine-grained way to his instructional moves in a way that could not be captured, say, by a survey or observation protocol that classifies instructors along a constructivist or transmissionist spectrum.

3. The interaction of buy-in and teaching practice

In the two episodes presented here, Oscar’s beliefs affect his actions. However, as discussed at length in other work, we are not telling a causally unidirectional story of beliefs driving behavior. Oscar’s framing of his interaction with his students also gets stabilized by feedback loops that form, over both short and long time scales, between his beliefs, his focus of attention, and his actions. The Newton’s third law tutorial, discussed above, provides an example. Believing that refining everyday thinking is unproductive, Oscar tells students not to take seriously the tutorial’s call for commonsense reasoning. When he later interacts with a group of students, he glosses over rather than further eliciting the students’ initial intuitive reasoning about less mass leading to a greater change in velocity (Sec. VI B 1 b, lines 1–8). Then he rejects the students’ request to talk about inertia (lines 12–18), which also might have connected to the students’ commonsense ideas about the effects of less mass or inertia. What he notices and amplifies instead are students’ protestations that the questions “make us feel stupid” and their ability to figure out answers in response to his questions (e.g., lines 49–53). Oscar’s beliefs “filter” his attention in a way that he does not fully “hear” or follow up on students’ productive commonsense reasoning; instead, he hears student utterances supporting his view that leading students through his (as opposed to the tutorial’s) way of approaching the topic is productive. In this way, a feedback loop begins to form between his initial beliefs about the inefficacy of building physics concepts from commonsense ideas, his lack of attention to commonsense aspects of students’ reasoning, and his guided Socratic approach to questioning. Oscar’s belief helps to cause the lack of attention (why attend to something that is unhelpful to students) and the lack of attention ensures that he does not hear student reasoning that would challenge his belief—i.e., students productively building on common sense. His belief also helps to drive his Socratic questioning, which then supports his belief; he sees students arrive at correct answers to his lines of questioning and does not see—because his Socratic questions do not give students the opportunity to express—productive commonsense reasoning that could be built upon. These bidirectional causal links between Oscar’s beliefs, attention focus, and actions lead to a stable local coherence in his epistemological (and social) framing of his activity. The formation of this stable frame is part of the mechanism by which Oscar’s lack of buy-in (as encoded in certain beliefs) leads to instruction contrary to the developers’ intentions.

VII. COMPARISON OF TA BUY-IN ACROSS TWO INSTITUTIONS

The above example shows how a TA may communicate his perceptions of the tutorials’ value to students in his classroom, thus supporting or undermining the tutorial process. We have found that at the University of Maryland, most TAs do not buy into at least a few aspects of tutorial instruction, and this lack of buy-in aligns with their behavior in tutorial. As part of our research we wanted to better understand what contributes to TAs buying into tutorials, so as to better foster
that in their professional development. For this purpose, we visited an institution at which most TAs seem to regard the tutorials as valuable and worthwhile (CU). We spent four weeks interviewing TAs and observing and videotaping the tutorial system there, including TA preparation sessions and multiple tutorial sessions.

To better characterize the TAs’ buy-in, we examined the statements TAs made about tutorials in their interviews. We categorized those statements and produced a chart summarizing each TA’s degree of buy-in to eight aspects of the tutorials discussed by the TAs during interviews. (These were aspects such as such as group work, conceptual emphasis, level of challenge, and so on.) Appendix A, which also discusses our coding methods, shows results for 15 UM TAs and 4 CU TAs.

A comparison of TAs’ responses at the two institutions shows distinct differences. One-third of the UM TAs did not buy into one half or more of the attributes of tutorials. The CU TAs made comments that indicated their buy-in or mixed feelings about the majority of the tutorial attributes. A significant portion of UM TAs did not buy into two aspects that tutorial developers consider particularly important: the focus on qualitative reasoning and the importance of intuition in building physics knowledge. In contrast, the only category that CU TAs were predominantly not bought into reflects their concerns that tutorial questions are not always clearly worded, a concern that does not seem as critical to the successful implementation of tutorials as support for the content is. These findings support our initial observations that there is more buy-in at CU than at UM.

VIII. EFFECT OF TUTORIAL SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT ON TA PERCEPTIONS OF THE TUTORIALS’ VALUE

A small number of studies examine the effects of social and environmental context on individual instructors. While none focus on TAs, research examining the effects of social and environmental context (variously termed the teaching environment, department-level culture, or situational characteristics) on professors and teachers has produced findings consistent with those presented in this paper. A large-scale survey of Australian professors found evidence that departmental policies and values affected chosen teaching approaches, such as the degree of focus on students. Professors have also identified these influences on their teaching approaches and priorities in interviews. A more detailed look at contextual effects on individual teaching practices is found by Henderson and Dancy, who found that teachers’ conceptions of teaching were more aligned with reform instruction than their teaching practices (a finding supported by a multitude of K–12 teacher studies). The instructors were often aware of this inconsistency, which they explained by citing constraints of the context. These studies all assessed the instructors’ perceptions of the context, in contrast to this study, in which descriptions of the social and environmental context are generated by the researchers.

Section VIII details the differences in tutorial social and environmental context that we have noted during our studies of CU and UM, which we feel can plausibly explain the differences in TA buy-in at the two institutions. The tutorial programs at UM and CU are in many ways very similar. As described in previous publications, students attend a one hour weekly tutorial in place of the discussion section as a component of the introductory year of physics courses. The TA professional development programs at these institutions are not described in detail in published literature, but are also similar, bearing a strong resemblance at least superficially to the program at University of Washington (UW) on which both are based. Both programs employ physics graduate students mainly in their first and second years of studies and rely primarily on students who are not affiliated with their respective PER groups. The backbone of the professional development program is the weekly tutorial preparation sessions that are required for all TAs. During these sessions, TAs work through each week’s tutorial themselves, learning the physics as well as the issues students commonly face with the material. Experienced TAs and faculty model effective instructional practices.

We have shown that, in spite of the apparent similarities in their situations, TAs at CU buy into the tutorials more highly than those at UM. In what follows, we describe the aspects of the two systems that seem to affect the experience of being a tutorial TA at each institution. In this section, unlike previous sections, we are not documenting specific causal connections. Instead we are noting the differences in institutional environments and making plausible arguments about their effects on TAs. We follow Pollock and Finkelstein in considering five levels of implementation of the tutorial program: levels of task formation, the classroom situation, the course culture, the department, and the university. In each case we observe the differences between UM and CU implementations that seem to affect the value that TAs place on tutorials. These differences are summarized in Table I.

A. Task formation

1. Production value

Because CU uses the professionally published Tutorials in Introductory Physics and UM uses locally developed tutorials, there are a number of differences between these curricula that would be apparent even to TAs unfamiliar with the development of each set of tutorials. Most obviously, one is professionally published and one is inexpensively bound by the local copy center. We speculate that these features may contribute to TA buy-in at CU because the tutorials there appear to be (as they are in reality) a research-based curriculum developed by another institution and distributed to an extensive number of institutions, while the UM tutorials may be perceived as a pet project of the local PER group.

2. Level of difficulty

The content of the tutorials is also different in the two cases. The tutorials used at CU are calculus based and are
typically longer. They are more difficult for students to complete and are in fact designed so that no student group will finish and be unoccupied during part of the period. In contrast, UM tutorials were written for use in an algebra-based course and it is not unusual for some student groups to complete the entire tutorial during the session.

3. Purity of physics content

The CU tutorials are more exclusively physics oriented than UM tutorials, whose epistemological emphasis allows for inclusion of questions that encourage students to reflect on their learning processes as well as on the physics concepts. The explicit epistemological component of the UM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of implementation</th>
<th>University of Maryland</th>
<th>University of Colorado</th>
<th>Likely effects on TAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Locally produced</td>
<td>Professionally bound</td>
<td>TAs may buy in more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Algebra based</td>
<td>Calculus based</td>
<td>to tutorials they</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Often finished within</td>
<td>Not finished within</td>
<td>perceive as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>allotted time</td>
<td>allotted time</td>
<td>challenging, rigorous,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uses informal terms</td>
<td>Rigorous use of</td>
<td>and undiluted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>such as “oomph” to</td>
<td>vocabulary and concepts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>connect physics to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>everyday understanding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explicit epistemological focus</td>
<td>No explicit focus on epistemology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation</td>
<td>24 students in a room</td>
<td>Room divided into bays where multiple tutorials occur at once</td>
<td>CU tutorials are a highly communal experience; UM tutorial conveys a feeling of isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Off an isolated little-used hallway</td>
<td>Large, bright, noisy room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course culture</td>
<td>Tutorial attendance only recommended, not required</td>
<td>Tutorial attendance required</td>
<td>TAs may buy into tutorials more when they directly affect students’ grades and link to other parts of the class. Their participation in the prep meetings is consistent with their varying buy-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No credit given for tutorials</td>
<td>Small amount of grade based on participation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam questions on tutorials rarely used</td>
<td>Tutorial material is 25% of the exam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students are primarily premed and biological science majors</td>
<td>Students are primarily engineering and natural science majors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TAs in prep meetings participate minimally</td>
<td>TAs in prep meetings demonstrate more authentic participation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Tutorial TAs also teach and grade laboratories and two kinds of homework</td>
<td>Tutorial TAs only teach tutorials and grade only tutorial homework</td>
<td>TAs may buy in more when they perceive the tutorials to be part of the accepted departmental practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-PER faculty may ignore (or disparage) tutorials</td>
<td>Lecturer and tutorial instructor are non-PER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tutorial teaching is informally considered a heavier teaching load</td>
<td>Lecturer appears frequently at TA meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A significant number of the TAs are PER graduate students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>LA program trains undergraduates who assist TAs in tutorials</td>
<td>Institutional support can also be communicated through university-wide programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tutorials is salient for the TAs using them. In interviews where TAs discuss their tutorial experiences, one UM TA talked about a tutorial activity in which students are asked to consider their own ideas about learning physics: “I mean—well, physics is really a very precise science, right? So I mean people’s opinion doesn’t matter that much. So I mean they should—I mean it’s better if they have the impression that there is actually something that’s absolutely right in physics.” Comments like this show that the epistemological component of the UM tutorials can be perceived as too easy, a poor use of time, or even harmful for students. In comparison, CU TAs do not remark on the exclusive focus on physics in the tutorials they use. TAs’ lack of familiarity with explicit epistemological instruction may cause them to value it less, leading to less TA buy-in at UM.

All of these features contribute to TAs valuing the tutorials used at CU more highly than those used at UM. The tutorials used at CU are professionally produced, more challenging, and not diluted by questions that are not specifically about physics. These tutorials are also more formal in the sense that they do not introduce nonphysics terms such as oomph and they do not end a section before a formal concept is taught.

B. Level of situations

Classroom location and appearance

The classroom contexts for the tutorials at the two institutions are also different. At UM, all tutorial sessions (about 20 in the course of a week) are all held in the same classroom, a windowless minimally maintained laboratory room off a little-used hallway with a capacity of about 24 students. At CU, tutorials are held in a large room divided into bays; each tutorial session takes place among other simultaneous tutorial sessions in a crowded, open, noisy setting connected by a well-traveled corridor. The CU setting potentially displays the tutorials as being a highly central and communal experience, something that many others are actively engaged in at the same time. The UM setting, in contrast, is isolated from other physics instruction happening in the building. Figure 2 shows the two rooms.

C. Course culture

1. Attendance requirement

The TAs’ perceptions of the tutorials are also influenced by how the courses are structured at each institution. Participation in the tutorials is required at CU; a small percent of the students’ grade is based on this participation. At UM, tutorial attendance is recommended, but no credit is given and the amount of encouragement to participate varies among lecturers.

2. Representation on exams

The emphasis on the conceptual reasoning practiced in tutorials is also different. At UM, exam questions based on tutorial material are available to all lecturers but are mainly used by those faculty affiliated with the PER group. At CU, questions on tutorial material generally comprise 25% of each exam grade and both TAs and students are aware of this. Together, the lack of attendance credit and dedicated exam questions lead UM TAs to discount the importance of tutorials. This difference in perception was reflected in the way TAs evaluated the tutorials’ “fit” with the rest of the course components. At UM, three-quarters of the TAs described the tutorials as disconnected from the rest of the course or as not preparing students for their exams or homework. In contrast, only one CU TA raised the issue, and he believed that the tutorials provided preparation for a sizable component of the course assessments.

3. Student population

The student population of each class varies as well: at CU, the tutorials are used in the calculus-based introductory courses for engineering and natural science majors while the UM class is algebra-based and taken by premeds and biological science majors. This difference may result in TAs more highly valuing instruction that is more math intensive and is offered to physics students.

4. TA preparation meetings

At both institutions TAs attend weekly meetings to prepare for the following week’s tutorial. The CU tutorial supervisor was a researcher not associated with the PER group. The UM tutorial supervisor was a PER researcher one year and an unaffiliated postdoctoral researcher the second year. A cursory overview of the meetings at CU and UM would not reveal any startling differences. In each, the tutorial supervisor introduces the tutorial and sometimes leads a discussion. Then the TAs work in small groups, as their students will, to answer the questions on the worksheet while the tutorial supervisor circulates, modeling the instructional practices he or she would like the TAs to use.

A more detailed examination shows important differences. To illustrate this, a video clip of a TA group in each university’s preparation session was selected and the clips were compared. While we attempted to choose video clips that seemed representative, the clips were not chosen randomly and the selection could have been influenced by researcher preconceptions. In the UM clip, three TAs answer the questions on the worksheet and do some of the experiments described in the tutorial. While they offer comments and questions, the conversational turns are short and are rarely in response to other comments and they make little eye contact, so that there is minimal continuity in the conversation. None
of the TAs makes comments or asks questions, the other TA tries
to answer the questions. In contrast, at UM, TAs are usually in
different TAs and have very different backgrounds.

D. Department level

1. Nature of TA assignment

At the departmental level, a distinct difference between
the two tutorial implementations is that CU TAs assigned to
teach the introductory course teach multiple tutorial sections,
but no laboratory sections. They are responsible for grading
only tutorial homework and class exams. At UM, a TA with
a full TA assignment typically teaches two tutorial sections
and four hours of laboratory and grades laboratory reports,
tutorial homework, quantitative homework, and class exams.
As a result, the tutorial instruction is only a fraction of a UM
TA’s responsibilities. It is possible that this contributes to
lower UM TA buy-in, and at a minimum it requires them to
divide their attention. In addition, because first-year UM TAs
attend a mandatory department-wide professional develop-
ment meeting, a first-year tutorial TA at UM attends three
and a half hours of weekly preparatory meetings, while a CU
TA attends one and a quarter hours weekly. The large amount
of mandatory meeting time for TAs of this course leads to it
being informally considered a heavier teaching load than the
average TA assignment, and it is possible that this also con-
tributes to lack of TA buy-in.

2. Support by regular faculty

The CU implementation has achieved a higher level of
independence from the PER group that advocated their intro-
duction as compared to the UM execution. At CU, the lec-
turer of the course associated with tutorials is not a member
of the physics education group, but is informed about and
supports tutorials. During the month that we observed, he
often appeared at the TA preparation sessions. The tutorial
supervisor was a researcher, not associated with the PER
group, who ran the preparation sessions competently. At UM,
there are typically three lecturers teaching the introductory
course that uses tutorials. The majority of these lecturers are
non-PER and they consider tutorial preparation to be solely
the responsibility of the tutorial supervisor. In addition, the
position of tutorial supervisor, which in the earlier years was
filled by a member of the PER group, was assigned during
the second year we collected data to a postdoctoral re-
searcher outside of PER who had no previous experience
with tutorials.

3. PER group involvement

Another factor that may communicate the department’s
support of tutorials to the TAs is the involvement of PER
graduate students as tutorial TAs. At UM, PER graduate stu-
dents often volunteer to teach tutorials. At CU, one or two
PER graduate students who do not have research positions
yet may be assigned to teach tutorials, as any unfunded
graduate student would. The fact that one-third of the tutorial
TAs at UM can be affiliated with PER may contribute to the
UM TAs perception that tutorials are a PER-supported
project rather than one supported by the whole department,
as at CU.

E. University level

Interdepartmental reform effort

Support for reform instruction is also present at the uni-
evity level at CU. Their Learning Assistant (LA) pro-
gram selects students who are high achievers in the intro-
ductory classes to assist TAs in teaching tutorials. The
physics LAs also take a course with LAs from other STEM
disciplines, in which they reflect on their teaching and study
teaching methods and theories of learning. The existence of
this program, which provides an LA to teach with each TA in
the CU tutorials, is one of the elements that may communi-
cate to the TA the value that the university places on reform
instruction.

IX. CONCLUSION

Physics graduate students’ beliefs about how physics
should be taught affects their teaching. For example, Oscar’s
belief that knowledge construction should begin with equa-
tions leads him to disregard students’ common-sense ideas
and his belief that TAs should provide concrete help leads to
his guided Socratic questioning. The example of Oscar’s
teaching suggests that buy-in is a necessary (but insufficient)
component of effective curriculum implementation.

The weekly curriculum-based professional development
programs commonly offered to graduate student TAs appear
to have limited impact on the TAs’ buy-in of the curriculum
in use. These meetings, using a typical combination of pre-
tests, Force Concept Inventory data, and working through
tutorials, can help familiarize TAs with the content they will
be teaching and with some typical difficulties students en-
counter when learning that material. While such preparation
is necessary for effective teaching, it is not enough. The
commitment to teach in a reformed manner and the skills
needed to do that are also important. Our analysis suggests
that these programs cannot instill the necessary valuation of
reform teaching. A goal of our future research is to determine what sorts of activities would be most effective in scaffolding such values.

Effective professional development for TAs can be informed by detailed understanding of TA beliefs and motivations. Oscar, for example, believes that students should construct their own knowledge; a professional development program well suited to Oscar would build on that belief. It would also address Oscar’s concern that tutorials are too difficult for students. Broad characterizations of TAs as “not buying in” risk obscuring valuable information about specific attitudes and skills that TAs already have.

The tutorial social and environmental context, including the classroom, departmental, and institutional environments, affects the beliefs that TAs at a particular institution hold. Greater attention to the development of supportive social and environmental context can help tutorial TAs value the tutorials they are asked to teach. The nature of this attention is likely to be specific to local circumstances. The analysis presented here suggests that TAs absorb the implicit attitudes of their colleagues and department. If TA supervisors ignore these implicit messages, TAs will be less likely to engage in effective reform teaching.
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APPENDIX A: CHARACTERIZATION OF TA BUY-IN

In order to better understand the individual TAs’ buy-in, their transcribed interviews were coded. The interview questions were open ended in order to respond to TAs’ replies. A typical question was “What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages of tutorial-style teaching, for you, and for the students?”

To develop categories, we examined a subset of TA interviews, selected quotes in which they were discussing aspects of tutorials, and then created categories from them. Thus, the categories are a reflection of the characteristics of tutorials that TAs considered noteworthy rather than the aspects of tutorials that the developers value. After these categories were established, we coded all the transcripts from TA interviews.

If a TA discussed some aspect of tutorial, that talking turn was categorized. Individual turns were put into multiple categories when appropriate. All interviews turns were sorted into one of the categories or coded as not relating to tutorials (an example of the latter would be a discussion of how the TA learns best). Each comment was labeled as predominantly showing buy-in (aligning with the developers’ ideas), predominantly not showing buy-in (not aligning with the developers’ ideas), or as mixed. All of the comment ratings in a category were considered together to determine a rating for each TA in each category. (Again, they were rated as predominantly showing buy-in, anti-buy-in, or as a mix.) If a TA did not mention that aspect, there is no code for that TA in that category.

One researcher did all of the coding. To check inter-rater reliability, a second researcher was given one hour of training and then was given 21 quotes to which the first researcher had assigned at least one category. For each quote, the second coder assigned categories to the quotes and coded whether the TA was bought in, not bought in, or “mixed” with respect to each category.

For the buy-in codes, there was 86% agreement, with no disagreements between “buy-in” and “anti-buy-in.” Instead, all the disagreements were between mixed and one of the other two categories.

The coders agreed on the categories assigned 79% of the time, but about half of the mismatches were due to a disagreement about whether a second category needed to be assigned (e.g., the first coder assigned two categories while the second coder assigned just one). In those cases, the coder who assigned just one category was asked to assign a secondary category. The secondary category chosen agreed, in two of the three cases, with the secondary category assigned by the other coder. In summary, the two coders disagreed on categories 21% of the time: 12% were disagreements about category choices and 9% were disagreements only about whether the “signal” from a secondary category was strong enough to warrant a category assignment.

Table II shows the designation each TA received in all of the categories on which he commented. The designations are indicated with colors: the lightest for buy-in, the medium shade for mixed (both aligned and nonaligned comments), and the darkest for anti-buy-in. A TA’s comments are considered mixed if less than approximately three-quarters of the comments in that category were aligned (or not aligned). If a category had no comments from a TA, the corresponding box is hatched.

As an example, consider Chris, the UM TA shown in the fifth column, labeled “C.” When he discussed group work, he said that he valued it for students because it gave more of them a chance to ask questions, allowed them to teach each other, and provided them with the chance to focus on their own particular difficulties. He also appreciated it as a teacher because he did not have to devise a “50 minute show” and because it better prepared him to answer the questions he would expect when he was a lecturer. His only concern was that having to answer student questions on the spot took more time than delivering a prepared lecture. Because his comments were predominantly aligned, his rating for this category was buy-in.

Chris was concerned that the qualitative focus of the tutorials did not prepare students sufficiently for the Medical College Admission Test and their quantitative multistep homework problems. He did not suggest any positive aspects of the emphasis on qualitative physics reasoning. As a result, he was rated as anti-buy-in for this category.

Chris’s assessment of the structured nature of tutorials was mixed. Because the tutorials were a prepared curriculum, Chris liked the limited preparation required but found it...
difficult to use material that was unfamiliar. He said that at the beginning, it “was kind of hard to be using someone else’s words effectively, and I kind of got a handle on that and also got a handle on how to put my thoughts in it...” His buy-in that category was accordingly rated as mixed.

The UM TAs were interviewed twice at the start and end of the semester they taught. The comments from these two interviews were combined before they were rated. The CU TAs were interviewed once near the end of the semester they taught. We might expect that a grouping of initial and final assessments would obscure changes that occurred in UM TAs during the semester they taught. In order to estimate how much change might have occurred, we counted the number of times that we could have observed a change i.e., the number of times a TA commented on a particular category in both the initial and final interviews), which was 57 instances. We then tallied the number of times our codes of a TA's values changed, for example, from mixed to positive, which happened 17 times. This means that changes in TAs’ values occurred about 30% of the time, where about two-thirds of the observed changes were positive (i.e., from mixed to positive or negative to mixed). This is not an extensive amount of change, and it is consistent with our informal observations.

APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

The following questions were asked during the open-ended interviews we conducted with the TAs.

1. Have you taught before?
2. How is the course going?
3. How is discussion section going?
4. What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages of tutorial-style teaching: for you? for the students?
5. How would you recommend tweaking the current format?
6. Do you think your students are learning better, worse, or the same as they would in a regular-style recitation section?
7. What’s hard about teaching this way, and what’s easy?
8. Do you think that the course (lecture and tutorials) help teach what students should be learning in a physics course?
9. (Asked only in the 2007 and 2008 interviews) When teaching tutorials, what did you see your job as?
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The tutorial preparation in the first year we collected data was conducted by one of the authors, Rachel Scherr, who has extensive experience conducting TA tutorial preparation programs at UW.

The involvement of numerous PER graduate students in tutorials does not necessarily lead to a lack of TA buy-in. At the University of Washington, all PER graduate students teach tutorials throughout their graduate careers in an implementation of tutorials that has lasted almost two decades.